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Paddlers prepare to
launch from the Stone
Lake beach. From this
point participants paddled
to Hennessey Swamp and
eventually to the channel
that leads to Lily Lake.
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The second annual Chain-of-Lakes paddling outing was held on
August 28. The outing is a joint effort of the LPCCT and the Northwest Indiana Paddling Association (NWIPA).
About 35 participants piloted 25 watercraft through the water trail.
Before everyone got started a safety talk was presented by a certified
instructor from the NWIPA.. One paddler was picked to lead the
way and another paddler was picked to be sure there was help for
anyone who needed it. The route started at the Stone Lake Beach and
proceeded along the Stone Lake shoreline to a channel that leads to
Hennessey Swamp. Paddlers maneuvered through the swamp and
eventually passed under a bridge for Lakeshore Drive. Participants
continued in a channel that runs parallel to Pine Lake Avenue until
they met the bridge for Weller Avenue. At this point the paddlers
could not continue because the bridge would not allow watercraft to
pass under the street. If paddlers had been able to continue they
would proceed to Lily Lake. At this point the watercraft turned
around and headed back to Stone Lake. Some paddlers
See Paddling next page

Paddlers navigate the channel between
Hennessey Swamp and Lily Lake.

Paddling Continued
continued across Stone Lake to the channel that connects to Pine Lake. Due to the high level of boat traffic
in Pine Lake the group turned around and paddled back
to the starting point at Stone Lake Beach.
A potluck dinner at Cummings Lodge was enjoyed by
the participants after the paddling.
Some trash was picked up in the channel between Hennessey Swamp and the Weller Avenue bridge. Unfortunately a large amount of garbage despoils this waterway; properly cared for, this channel could be an asset
for La Porte. Future events could concentrate on removing the trash and restoring the channel.

Christmas Bird Count Will Be December 19

Hike In Memory Of Phyliss Benn

The 26th Northeast La Porte County Christmas Bird count has
been set for Monday, December 19. The LPCCT and the Potawatomi Audubon Society are co-sponsors of the bird count.
The count area is a 15 mile diameter circle centered near Rolling Prairie and encompassing all or part of Springfield, Galena, Hudson, Wills, Kankakee and Center townships. Last year
14 participants spotted 46 species and 5952 individual birds.
The count is one of about 1600 Christmas bird counts conducted in North America by the Audubon Society and is one of the
worlds largest citizen scientist efforts. Data gathered during
these counts provides valuable information about bird population trends and migration patterns. If you would like to participate in the count call Dennis Richardson at 219-778-2810 or
email hawkridge04@gmail.com.

The date of Sunday, August 26, 2012 has already been
set for the next La Porte Chain of Lakes Tour. Mark
your calendar!


Ruth, Sam and Dave Benn at the beginning of the trail at Wintergreen Woods dedicated to their
mother.
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White-breasted nuthatch photographed in Galena Township. A total of 20 of the these handsome nuthatches were
tallied in the 2010 Christmas Bird Count

A hike in memory of Phyliss Benn was held on May 21 at the LPCCT property, Wintergreen Woods. Phyliss was a
founding board member of the LPCCT and a great friend to many environmental organizations in La Porte County.
The trail in Wintergreen Woods was named the Phyliss Benn Trail in 2003 in recognition of Phyliss’ dedication to
the LPCCT and her love of the special plant life there. We were honored to have three of Phyliss’ children- Ruth,
Sam and Dave- attend the hike. A sign for the trailhead was made and installed by Terry McCloskey. The trail is
approximately 1/2 mile in length and includes 8 stations keyed to a trail map that describes the ecology of the

Love Our Lakes Campaign Supported
The Unity Foundation of La Porte County and La Porte
Park Foundation have begun the Love Our Lakes campaign to increase understanding of and appreciation for the
lakes of La Porte. Their first project was a purchase of the
property at 1010 Pine Lake Avenue, located on North Pine
Lake, which will become a public space. The campaign is
now fundraising to pay off the loan used to purchase the
property. The LPCCT supports this campaign and has supplied photos to the Unity Foundation of wildlife from
Ridgway Wetland which were used in their promotional
materials. For more information go to the Unity website at
www.uflc.net.

Phyliss Benn Memorial Fund Started
Many individuals and the Potawatomi Audubon
Society generously donated memorial funds in
honor of Phyliss Benn. The LPCCT has decided
to save these funds for a special project that
would be appropriate for Phyliss’ legacy. At this
time the fund contains $1875. Anyone who
would like to donate to the fund or give us ideas
about how to use the fund should contact the
LPCCT.
Terry McCloskey and the sign he made for the Phyliss
Benn Trail.

